Tiger Lily
Bracelet
By Heather Powers
Transform Czech glass piggy
beads into a textural
element that brings
interest and drama to this
simple knotted bracelet.
Tools: basic jewelry-making pliers,
wire cutters, scissors, ruler and small
piece of paper bag/kraft paper.
Optional: 1.5mm 1-step looper
Jewelry is an example of the finished
bracelet it 8 1/2" long. It can be sized
down by omitting the last piggy bead
cluster and inserting a jump ring rosette
between the bicone and flower.

Supply list:

Polymer clay lily bead

24 Czech glass piggy beads

3" 18 gauge twisted wire

24 Czech glass forget-me-knot beads

2 branch jump rings

2 11mm Czech glass bicone beads

Copper plated branch toggle

24" copper plated ball headpins

40" 4 ply waxed linen

38 6mm copper plated rope jump rings

4 12mm Czech glass hibiscus flower beads

Resources:
Tiger lily bead, Czech glass beads, jump rings, clasp, hammered links and waxed linen: humblebeads.com
Wire and 1-step looper: Vintaj.com. Headpins: YadanaBeads.etsy.com

Piggy Bead Clusters
1. On a headpin, string a forget-me-not spacer and a piggy bead. Use the one-hole looper or round nose
pliers to create a simple loop.
2. Make sure the loops are completely closed. If the 1-step looper was used, insert the round nose pliers
into the loop and reshade the loop slightly larger to close it tightly.
3. Create 24 piggy bead clusters, set aside.

Jump Ring Rosettes
1. Open a 6mm jump ring, insert a closed jump ring, close the first jump ring.
2. Open a 6mm jump ring, insert into the center of the first two jump rings, close jump ring.
3. Create 12 jump ring rosettes, set aside. When rosettes are strung on the linen, they will set as shown
above.

Focal Bead
1. Starting at ½” from the end of the wire, use round nose pliers to create a large simple loop.
2. Repeat on the other side of the focal bead.
3. Open the bark jump ring, slide on the focal bead, close jump ring. Repeat on the other side of the
bead.

Knotting the Bracelet
1. Cut two 20” pieces of 4ply waxed linen. Fold over a piece of brown paper bag or kraft paper. Insert the
linen into the folded piece of paper and pinch tightly as you run the linen through the paper. Repeat
3-4 times. This polishes the waxed linen and makes the beads slide on easier.
2. Fold one piece of the waxed linen in half to create a loop, insert the loop into the jump ring.
3. Pull the two ends of the waxed linen through the loop to create a lark's head knot. Pull tightly.

4. Hold both strands of waxed linen together and tie a knot. String on a jump ring rosette, string on 4
piggy bead dangles.
5. Push the piggy beads down to the jump ring rosette.
6. Add another rosette and tie a knot with both strands of waxed linen together.

7. On one strand of waxed linen, add the flower bead, with both strands of waxed linen tie a knot after
the bead.
8. Add on a jump ring rosette, 4 piggy beads and another jump ring rosette, tie a knot with both strands
of waxed linen.
9. On one strand of waxed linen, add the bicone bead, after the bead tie a knot with both strands of
waxed linen.
10. Repeat step 8 with another rosette, piggy bead clutter and rosette, tie a knot.
11. Add a flower bead onto one strand of waxed linen. With both strands of waxed linen tie a knot.

12. With both strands of waxed linen tie a second knot.
13. Add a 6mm ring ring onto the toggle bar.
14. String the end of the waxed linen cord through the jump ring and pull tightly.

15. Wrap the two ends of the cord through the jump ring again, pull tightly.
16. Under the jump ring, knot the two cords around the strands attached to the jump ring. Turn the
bracelet over and repeat with a knot on the other side. Repeat the turning over and knotting one more
time. Trim ends of waxed linen to leave a ½” tail, unwind the ends of waxed linen to create a fringe
look.
17. Repeat the pattern on the other side of the bracelet, ending with the toggle ring. The knot will go
directly onto the ring, as shown.

